
Patron Notification Problems. 
Here are the ways patron may be notified and possible problems.  Depending on what
technology patrons are utilizing in their homes, some methods are more efficient for some
patrons.
How?  The computer will first try to notify the patron by email.   If there is an email
address in the email field of the record, then the computer will generate email notices
(regardless of the method listed in the “notify via” field).  
If the email field is blank, then the computer checks the “notify via” field and uses that
method of notification.  

E-MAIL.  The system generates email automatically that gets sent out the patrons.  Once
the system sends the emails, it updates the patron records that they have been notified on
that date.

 Is the email address correct in the patron’s record? 
 Does the patron check regularly for new email?
 Did the email “bounce”? If the email address is mistyped the record (or has

changed etc.) and the email is bounced back, then the library receives a printed
copy of the notice and we will need to phone the patron.  The patron’s email
address will have been removed from the record.
Ask if the patron using Yahoo or Hotmail or a spam filtering program?  If
the patron is using Yahoo or Hotmail, the spam filtering built into those two
services has put their notices in the junk mail folder.  If they go into the junk mail
folder within 7 days of receiving a notice from the co-op, they can mark the e-mail
as something they wish to see.  After that, notices will show up in their inbox.

If the patron is using a spam filtering program on their computer, such as Spam 
Assassin, Spam Inspector, or Spam Assult!, please ask them to set their program 
to allow e-mails from sirsi@libcoop.net and, if they use MiLE, 

ursa@administration.

TELEPHONE.  If no email address is listed in the record then the system draws up a list
of people with items needing notification (holds, overdues) who should be contacted via
telephone, and then during appropriate hours, “Talk to Me” makes the automated
telephone calls.  If the telephone is “answered” then the system records that the patron
was notified.   There may be times when the system registers that the phone was
“answered” even though the patron never gets the message (see below).
 If the telephone doesn’t “pick up” , or there are so many calls to make that the machine
can’t complete them, then the patron’s record is NOT marked “notified” and the items
will be picked up during the “catch up” printed notices.
If the patron reports not receiving phone calls:

 Is the phone number correct?
 Does the “notify via” field say “telephone”? 
 Does the patron hang up on all computer calls?  If the computer call is

answered only to be disconnected before finishing, the call will be recorded as
complete.



 Does the patron utilize “Call Blocker” or “Telezapper”?  These products ,
specially designed to thwart computer calls, incorrectly register with the computer
that the patron has been notified.

MAIL.  The date on the notice indicates the date it was generated.  After it is printed
it is delivered to us and we send them out.  Once the notice leaves the building we
have no control over how long it takes to reach its destination.

Courtesy of the staff at the Romeo District Library.
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